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Newsletter – December 2021

Dear friends,
We are concluding our term as board members at the end of the
month. As of the first of January, there will be a new board. We would
like to thank each and everyone of you for your trust, patience,
support and cooperation. We had so many challenges, especially in
the last two years. We began 2020 with an entire planned timetable of
workshops, lectures, exhibitions and meetings, including the yearly
workshops in Beit Va'Gan. Due to the pandemic, we needed to cancel
and/or incessantly postpone all of these. We can only hope that the
zoom lectures and workshops that we instigated, the virtual and then
live exhibition at the Arena Gallery and the upcoming exhibition will
make up for what was missed.
We are proud of our modest contribution to the development of the
Association and are sure that the new board will lead the Association
forward to more and more achievements.
We wish the new board the very best of luck and much success!!
Membership Fees for 2022
Membership fees for 2022 will remain IS 275.
Pay to account 245884, Bank Ha'poalim [12], branch 448 [Mevasseret Zion]

General Annual Assembly and Members Meeting – November 18,2021
We were so happy and touched to see so many of you on this day. The financial
report and the audit for 2020 were approved unanimously. A new board was
elected: Ilanit Dvash, Yona Halperin, Miriam Platonov, Judy Schwartz, and Yaffa
Yassaf. We want to thank all of you for coming and to thank all the members who
volunteered to teach and give wonderful demonstrations: Flora Cohen, Josepha
Himmel, Smadar Iritz, Yael Kaplan, Hava Katzir, Rena Reich, Hagar Zachar.
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"Alone" Exhibition
The Grand opening will be at the Jerusalem Theater, Friday,
December 31, 2021 at 10.30 am.
This year's exhibition will have new features:
Together, with the curator, we are planning an exhibition within the exhibition
entitled " The quilter's studio " with explanations on the art and the process of
quilting.
We would appreciate block samples of 10 by 10 inches, technique samples and
samplers, sketch books, and anything else you might have that is appropriate for
this kind of exhibition. The curator will decide which of these materials, are
relevant to this mini exhibition. In addition, we are planning to provide pre
ordered gallery talks and guided explanations of the exhibition. We need
volunteers to speak in the gallery talks and guide the tours.

On Line Workshops
Registration is open only to members who have paid dues for
2022 or new members who joined beginning in October 2021 and
their dues include 2022.
Registration is by email. Payment is by bank transfer: Bank
Hapoalim [12], account 245884, branch 448, Mevasseret Zion
Here is our updated timetable for January 2022.
All of the workshops have waiting lists, but not big enough to reschedule.
We will schedule new workshops if members continue to register, making it
feasible to negotiate new dates for workshops with the teachers
Registration/cost
IS80
Registration
for
a
waiting list
IS 100
Registration is for
waiting list

hour

date

workshop

teacher

Modern
Droplets

Birgit
Shuller

Cubism :סדנה
Let's Face it:

Phyllis
Cullen

1 long 6 hr. Workshop:
session
2 sessions

We're Cubism
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–
Registration is for
waiting list.IS 105
–
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18.00 Part
1:
20.30
Tuesday, Workshop: Scrap
January Cities
11,2022
18.00 Part 2 :
20.30
Thursday,
January 27,
2022

Cathy
Perlmutter

Birgit Shueller: Modern Droplets

Birgit returns to teach this beautiful design. In order to successfully learn this
design, a Quick Curve Ruler by Sew Kind of Wonderful is needed. This ruler is
available at the relevant international websites and locally at Rena Reich's online
shop: /http://quiltisrael.com.
All specifications are in inch, as we will be working with an inch ruler!
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Fabrics (for the top)
6-8 color coordinated fabrics
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Amount
One strip each measuring 8.5" (at full
fabric width of 42" )

1 background fabric (contrasting color) A total of 6 strips measuring 8.5" (at
full fabric width of 42")
Quick Curve Ruler by Sew Kind of
Wonderful

X1

Additionally:
* 8 Lots of fun
* sewing machine, power cable, foot pedal, extension cord
* Spare needles, a large extended base (if available)
* Matching sewing thread
* pins, seam ripper
* fabric and thread scissors, pinking sheers ( if available)
* soft pencil, regular or marking pen.
* rotary cutter, cutting mat and ruler
* design wall or a piece of flannel or sticky batting
* iron and ironing surface/board
* pen, pencil, ruler and notepad

Phyllis Cullen – Let's Face It, We're Cubist
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Unleash your inner Picasso! , learn the “rules” of Cubism as well as my easy
Stained Glass technique as you cut and paste to fill in one of my Cubist patterns
(or one of the ones you draw in class). Learn free motion fills to applique and

quilt in one step. Includes more free face patterns and a link to a video reviewing
the entire process to re- watch as often as you like.
All experience levels welcome. beginners, or artists. You'll love this technique!
supplies needed: for the three faces pattern, we'll do together:

Handouts, full-color reference photos, and patterns to enlarge will be e- mailed to each
student
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Pattern enlarged to full size,( 16 x20 in. or 40 x50 cm),
printed out (one copy)
Black fabric 16" x 20" ( 40 x 50 cm)
Fabric scraps for all pieces may match sample or choose your own
Misty Fuse 16" x 20", (40 x50cm) preferably black misty fuse)
Freezer paper 16" x 20", '
Parchment paper 20 cm square at least (or nonstick silicon, fiberglass etc.)
Scrubby sponge, Pen or pencil, Glue stick,
Black fabric marker - micron, pentel, posca, not Sharpie
Transfer chalk paper (trans doodle, etc.),
Backing fabric ,same size
Batting ,same size
Travel iron or mini iron is nice but you can use your regular one,
Small rotary cutter and mat and/or scissors,
Sewing machine with free-motion foot,
Variegated thread,

Cathy Perlmutter – Scrap Cities
Make a fantasy city wall hanging, and learn skills to help you portray your favorite buildings
or cities. We’ll look at different kinds of architecture, and how they can be represented
using an assortment of playful techniques. You can choose 2-3 buildings to make in class,
plus learn about many more choices, and receive a booklet with step-by-step directions for
different styles. You may never look at buildings the same way again!
Please scroll down:
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SESSION
: 12.5 - 3 hours
Introduction to Cityscapes
Photos of real buildings and fabric versions
Improv Log Cabin Buildings
What traditional log cabin quilt blocks and modern
skyscrapers have in common.

Window Theory
Arched vs. rectangular - Improv squares-in-the-corner,
stitch’n’flip method
Shades and curtains, up and down, side to side
Attic windows made much easier (no mitering)
Foundation Paper Piecing.

The Hotel Bargello
Principles of bargello, and why so many buildings look like this!

Wedding Cake and Jenga Construction
And other forms of uneven stacking. Turning seam allowances
during construction.

Artist’s Perspective For Quilters
If, like me, you never studied the rules of artist’s perspective
in school; or if you did but now need a review, I’ll show you
real and fabric buildings with one-point, two-point, threepoint and atmospheric perspective. Light and shadow
enhance the illusion. We’ll cover fabric selection, and
drafting, cutting, and stitching techniques to convey the
impression. We’re not looking for perfect mathematical and
artistic rigor here - just a touch of perspective, here and
there, goes a long way on a cityscape quilt!
”
”
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SCRAP CITIES CLASS, PART II
Townhouses, Tenements, and Beach
Houses
Square and arched window variations,
Greek keys,
Quoins of the Realm (fancy brickwork)
Stairs (and Yurts) in perspective
Easy perpsective trick for stairs, works for
buildings and everything else.

TRIANGLE-BASED BUILDINGS
Hearst Tower
Louvre Pyramid - Log Cabin Triangles, if
you took my last class
One World Trade Center
Diamond Windows- 5th Avenue
Synagogue

Find Prints That Do the Work
From simple stripes to geometrics and
plaids, whimsical or straightforward, a
print can accomplish things that would
be very challenging to piece

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Composition. Applique techniques,
Q and A, Sharing

A Visit to The Gallery:
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We are delighted to inform you of the
accomplishments of our members, and the exhibitions that they
are participating in.

A Visit to the Gallery
Eti and Yair David invite you to their joint exhibition: "Line and Stitch"

Eti: 052-4680575

